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A harvest
of gold
Barrick Gold’s Granny Smith
property in the Western
Australian outback is a hotbed
of mining industry best practice,
technical innovation and
community initiatives: with
more gold defined annually it
has turned into a long term asset
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Barrick Gold: Granny Smith Mine
The Granny Smith Mine
began operations in 1989

I

n case you’re wondering why a mine might
be named after an apple, this Granny Smith
has nothing to do with the fruit that has
been called Australia’s best-known export.
The deposit now owned and operated by
Barrick Gold was first discovered in 1979 by
Ray Smith and named after his wife Laurende
who had just become a grandmother! Having
passed through the hands of Delta Gold and
Placer Dome, the arrestingly-named deposit
was acquired by Barrick in 2006.
The mine started to operate in 1989 as a
single pit with eight years’ estimated mine
life, however many other pits have been
mined between then and 2006. Today the
mine draws on the reserves of the nearby
Wallaby underground deposit and is
continually adding to its production record.
Granny Smith, says its energetic manager
Julie Shuttleworth, is a textbook example of
the effectiveness of continuous drilling and
exploration to follow the limits of a mineral
deposit. “The Wallaby deposit has a lot of
potential. We have been drilling lateral and
deeper extensions and have found positive
mineralisation there as well.”
The underground mine is located 950
kilometres northeast of Perth and 23
kilometres south of Laverton in Western
Australia. Its processing plant consists of a
two-stage fresh ore crushing circuit with
closed circuit screening, a single-stage oxide
ore crushing circuit, a semi-autogenous
grinding mill in circuit with cone crusher and
ball mill, an agitation leaching and carbon-inpulp circuit, tailings gravity retreatment plant
with fine grind, a gold recovery plant with
carbon reactivation, and a tailing thickener.

seeking
mining
professionals?
partner with
the experts
We are the heavy industry and mining recruiting experts.
We service the mining, heavy industrial, bulk chemical production,
power and primary industries, recruiting from trades level through to
executive appointments.
Our extensive database, local market knowledge and fast and accurate
response allow us to bring the right person to your job for lasting
impact.
That’s why, for over 36 years, we’ve powered the world of work.
Our scope of supply includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Maintenance Trades
Electrical Maintenance Trades
Mining Shutdowns
Mineral Processing Operators
Fixed Plant Lab Technicians
Geological Assistance
Surface Maintenance
Underground Maintenance/Operators
Surface Production & Ancillary Operators
Drill and Blast

Contact hays resources & mining
at rm.perth@hays.com.au
or 08 9254 4595.
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HAYS RECRUITMENT
Boilermarkers, OH&S advisors and mining
engineers are among the candidates in hottest
demand in the resources and mining industry
as we welcome 2013, according to the latest
Hays Quarterly Report.
The Report, out now and covering January
to March 2013, shows that there are clearly
pockets of shortages for specific skills in the
resources and mining industry. “Whilst these
skills are in hot demand, employers remain
cautious about hiring candidates that appear
to have changed employer too often and
they are also being very specific with their
requirements,” says Simon Winfield, Senior
Regional Director of Hays in Western Australia.
“Employers want candidates with a proven and
stable background, and some are willing to
wait to find the exact match. In terms of longterm solutions some employers are interested
in candidates that can take a step up to fill a
role rather than have someone more senior
take a step back.” But when Hays finds the
right candidate, says Winfield, employers are
moving fast to snap them up.
According to the Hays Quarterly Report for
January to March 2013, demand is highest for
the following skilled professionals in resources
and mining:
NSW
Boilermakers: More available than in previous
quarters, but those with specific Hunter Valley
Mine Site Inductions will secure short term
contract work to support fluctuating project
requirements.
Mechanical engineers: Opportunities exist with
mobile plant for underground mines. While
orders are slow, investment is still being put
into product development.

Project engineers (mechanical & civil) and
project managers (mechanical & civil): As
regional industries are focused on delivery of
mining infrastructure, these candidates remain
in demand.
Northern Territory
OH&S advisors: These candidates are in
demand as the industry in the Northern
Territory is still growing and as sites get bigger
and more complicated the safety side of their
operations is becoming more paramount.
Electrical, fixed plant, reliability and mining
engineers: Due to a skill shortage in the
Northern Territory, as more sites look to have
their workforce based here, they are finding it
difficult to have the right candidates relocate.
Queensland
Residential senior maintenance supervisors,
senior Vulcan mine surveyors, experienced
digger fitters, residential mobile maintenance
planners and high voltage electricians: There
is a shortage of good experienced candidates
especially within the locations required. High
voltage electricians must also have electric
drive truck experience.
Western Australia
Senior mine geologists, mining engineer,
contract mining engineer, process manager
and maintenance supervisor: Each of these
skills is absolutely necessary to the operation
of producing mine sites. Continued operation
and profitability of key assets for mining
organisations is the highest priority at present.
For more information on the Hays Quarterly
Report, go to www.hays.com.au/report/
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Barrick practises continuous improvement in asset management

Proven and probable gold reserves reported at has been given, but recently she was declared
the end of 2011 amounted to 635,000 ounces. 2012 Telstra Western Australia Business
Julie Shuttleworth has managed the mine Woman of the Year, and in 2011 was Mine
site since 2010, but has been with Barrick Manager of the Year at the Australian Mining
since joining as a senior metallurgist in 2000. Prospect Awards. Her contribution to mining
She is a big hitter in the industry, seemingly education has been recognised by her alma
as busy outside of her day job as she is coping mater, Perth’s Murdoch University, where
with the demands of running Granny Smith. she sponsors the Julie Shuttleworth Prize in
An energetic spokesperson for the mining Mineral Processing.
industry, she goes into schools,
Though the drilling
universities, career fairs and
programme is her priority
seminars to talk to students
with six drill rigs operating
and young professionals.
to define the underground
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deposit
outward
and
encouraging people to think
downward, there’s also
Ounces of proven and
potential future opportunity
about working in the mining
probable gold reserves at
industry.” There’s not room
to mine the decommissioned
the end of 2011
here to list the awards she
open pits. A feasibility study

635,000
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Resource utilisation has been improved

is underway and Barrick will assess this
project further in 2013.
The additional volumes of ore for processing
could be handled by the existing processing
plant, which is currently being kept topped
up via an ore purchase agreement with
Focus Minerals’ Laverton operations. The
22 year-old plant has been subjected to an
improvement project during 2012 led by
the processing manager. Relatively small
changes to screen sizes, ball loading in the
mills and optimisation of crushers delivered
a big improvement in throughput from
approximately 7,500 tonnes per day (tpd)
to consistently over 9,000 tpd. “It’s great to
see these results: There is still some upside

there and we will be working on continuously
improving over the next couple of years.”
The plant will need that capacity. Even
without the proposed open pits, there
has been a massive ramp up in existing
operations. 920,000 tonnes of ore were
mined from underground in 2010: this
year the tonnage will top 1.4 million. As a
result of this production the gold ounces
recovered went up from 139,000 in 2010 to
196,000 in 2011. Production is expected to
be about 200,000 ounces in 2012. How has
all this been achieved? Shuttleworth’s simple
answer is continuous improvement in asset
management, resource utilisation, planning
and incremental process changes with a big

“We’ve focused on improving the capacity
of the haulage trucks and making truck
movement more effective”
focus on effective teamwork. “We’ve focused
on improving the capacity of the haulage
trucks and making truck movement more
effective. And we commissioned a new type of
jumbo which has also increased production.”
A jumbo is the machine that drills holes into
the rock face for explosive charges: so the
more faces you can drill each day, or the

longer these holes are, the more you can blast
and the more tonnes you can get out of the
mine each day, she explains.
Another new piece of equipment which has
been proving its worth over the last year is
the low profile tyre handler that has been
developed by the Granny Smith maintenance
team in partnership with Austin Engineering.
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RED DIRT PERSONNEL

Red Dirt Personnel Group is a fully owned

West Australian Recruitment Company specialising
in supply of Temporary and Permanent Labour
across all disciplines to the Resources Industry as
well as Project Maintenance. All recruitment staff
have a mining background. Established in 2002
and with limited staff movement this has put us in
a unique position whereby we can offer a steady
workforce where industry client and candidate
knowledge has been retained.

Red Dirt Personnel team
members are in the office,
Monday to Friday, 7am
to 5pm. They are also
contactable by phone 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
More info on our talented
team members can be found
on our website.

www.reddirt.com.au

Red Dirt Personnel was founded in 2002, with
the sole purpose of meeting the unique needs
of the resource industry. We are not a large
recruitment company that dabbles in mining. At
Red Dirt Personnel, mining is all we do, so our
name has become synonymous with temporary
and permanent recruitment across all mining
and resource disciplines.
As recruitment is essentially a relationshipbased business, our team members form
honest, trusting relationships with our
clients and candidates alike, and minimal
staff movement ensures our knowledge and
relationships are maintained.
Acquiring new staff can be a costly and timeconsuming business, so Red Dirt ensures all

pre-employment processes and procedures
such as medicals, drug & alcohol screens,
MWHS testing and reference checks are
undertaken for every candidate selected for
employment prior to commencing on site
(costs covered by Red Dirt).
Our services have been fine-tuned over a
decade of working closely with our clients,
identifying areas where we can add value within
and beyond the recruitment process. As all Red
Dirt Personnel team members have formerly
worked in mining, all services are seamlessly
provided within a mutual understanding of
rosters, work conditions, and the like.
www.reddirt.com.au
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We create solutions
The world’s biggest mining and resource companies come to us to process,
handle, haul and support millions of tonnes of material across Australia.
At Granny Smith we have been working with Barrick for over 5 years and
introduced one of the first dual powered out of pit haulers. With the support
and cooperation of Barrick at Granny Smith these units continue to operate
successfully today and have been a cornerstone for our business.
Bis Industries, the power behind progress.

Interested in one of our unique solutions?
Visit bisindustries.com

well as other Barrick mine sites
in Western Australia. Several
With over 100 years of experience in the field, we are a
units are also in the USA. The
leading provider of turnkey solutions to some of the world’s
more mines that adopt the
biggest mining, steel and resources companies.
low profile tyre handler the
We specialise in the provision of off-road load and haul
happier Julie Shuttleworth
solutions. Our Dual Powered Road Trains and Pit Haulers
will be. “My vision is that
are specifically designed to haul loads from out of pit or
from top of pit over any distance without the need for
there is never another tyre
rehandling.
changing accident anywhere.
In the core of its unique design, a second engine is utilised
This machine securely holds
either in a powered dolly between trailers or incorporated in
the tyre and prevents it
the lead trailer.
from toppling over, making
Using unique solutions like this one, we keep our customers
the job safer.”
producing safely. Interested in these unique solutions?
There’s best practice
www.bisindustries.com
wherever one looks at Granny
Smith. The production
record speaks for itself, the tyre handler is
a fantastic example of innovation serving
mine safety, and in addition the mine has
a strong sense of commitment to people
development and the wider community.
Based on her own experience Shuttleworth
encourages colleagues to take advantage
of the opportunities Barrick gives them to
travel, transfer to other sites or to move on
secondment to improve their skills. “These
are strong values of the company and they
are important to me.”
Good corporate citizenship is just as
important, she believes. Granny Smith is

Bis Industries Unique Haulage Solutions

9,000
Tonnes per day plant throughput
Employees are encouraged to improve their skills

Barrick Gold: Granny Smith Mine
Granny Smith expects
2012 gold production
of 200,000 ounces

near Laverton, a small town almost entirely
dependent on mining and the mine works with
the local shire, police, schools and aboriginal
communities on many initiatives. “Every one
of my managers and superintendents has a
community relations initiative each year,” she
says. These include traineeship programmes
to increase the number of indigenous people
working at the mine and sponsoring the
Laverton School and the Mount Margaret
Remote Community School in an aboriginal
community nearby. “We provide a healthy
breakfast every morning for those children to
encourage them to come to school and have
a good attendance record.” Support is also
given to the Laverton Leonora Cross Cultural
Association, an organisation founded and
funded by the mining companies, with an
amazing gallery showing local artists’ work.
Other sponsorship includes Auskick,
which promotes Australian Rules football
among children, as well as netball, cricket
and other local sports. Further afield some
of the Granny Smith team have worked with
the University of Western Australia and the
Australian School of Mines at Kalgoorlie. But
Shuttleworth never loses her focus. “There are
so many opportunities for young people these
days: each year we hire new graduates and
apprentices and take on university students in
their vacation work. I am very keen on getting
young people, both men and women, into the
industry and helping them on their way.”
For more information about
Barrick Gold: Granny Smith Mine visit:
www.barrick.com
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Brookfield Place - Level 9
125 St. George Terrace
Perth WA 6000
Australia
T +61 8 6318 5777
www.barrick.com
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